Output from idealized simulations of a squall line are compared with in situ aircraft-based observations from the Deep Convective Clouds and Chemistry campaign. Relative humidity distributions around convection are compared between 1-Hz aircraft observations ('250-m horizontal scale) and simulations using a double-moment bulk microphysics scheme at three horizontal grid spacings: Dx 5 0.25, 1, and 4 km. The comparisons focus on the horizontal extent of ice supersaturated regions (ISSRs), the maximum and average relative humidity with respect to ice (RHi) in ISSRs, and the ice microphysical properties during cirrus cloud evolution, with simulations at 0.25 and 1 km providing better results than the 4-km simulation. Within the ISSRs, all the simulations represent the dominant contributions of water vapor horizontal heterogeneities to ISSR formation on average, but with larger variabilities in such contributions than the observations. The best results are produced by a Dx 5 0.25-km simulation with the RHi threshold for initiating ice nucleation increased to 130%, which improves almost all the ISSR characteristics and allows for larger magnitude and frequency of ice supersaturation (ISS) . 8%. This simulation also allows more occurrences of clear-sky ISSRs and a higher spatial fraction of ISS for in-cloud conditions, which are consistent with the observations. These improvements are not reproduced by modifying other ice microphysical processes, such as a factor-of-2 reduction in the ice nuclei concentration; a factor-of-10 reduction in the vapor deposition rate; turning off heterogeneous contact and immersion freezing; or turning off homogeneous freezing of liquid water.
Introduction
Numerical simulations of mesoscale convective systems (MCS) have been a very useful tool for analyzing the structure and evolution of squall lines, examining theories about squall-line development and maintenance, and conducting model sensitivity tests based on various initial conditions, boundary conditions, and model setups (Bryan et al. 2006; Hane 1973; Thorpe et al. 1982; Fovell and Ogura 1989; Fovell and Dailey 1995; Robe and Emanuel 2001; Parker and Johnson 2004; James et al. 2005; Szeto and Cho 1994) . Cloudresolving model (CRM) simulations can explicitly resolve motions with scales of 1-10 km depending on the selected horizontal resolution, and, with increasing supercomputing power, they can provide a detailed, threedimensional representation of convective systems as well as their thermodynamic and microphysical processes (e.g., Bryan 2012; Bryan and Morrison 2012; Bryan and Parker 2010; Trier et al. 2006; Bryan and Rotunno 2009a,b; Bryan 2005; Bryan and Rotunno 2007; Stern et al. 2016; Rotunno et al. 2016) .
Previous studies have shown that many simulated properties of squall lines (e.g., structure, morphology, and rainfall rate) are subject to influences from various grid resolutions and cloud microphysics parameters (Bryan et al. 2006; Bryan and Morrison 2012; Xu et al. 2002; Bryan et al. 2003) . Increasing the horizontal grid spacing from 1 to 12 km, Weisman et al. (1997) showed that significantly higher precipitation amounts by ;20%-30% were produced in the upshear region of the gust front using the larger spacing. The influences of liquid-and ice-phase microphysical processes on a The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
simulations of MCS have also been investigated. Morrison et al. (2009) showed that by allowing the intercept parameter N 0 of the gamma size distribution for cloud and precipitation particles to evolve with the prognosed number and mass mixing ratios in a twomoment (2-M) microphysics scheme, the simulated trailing stratiform precipitation region became more extensive with a reduced rain evaporation rate, while the convective region showed increasing rain evaporation rates and weaker convective cells. The inclusion of ice species, as well as the detailed treatment of ice microphysical properties, can also largely affect the structure and development of simulated squall lines (e.g., Fovell and Tan 1998; McCumber et al. 1991; Ferrier et al. 1995) . Fundamentally, the inclusion of ice species (e.g., cloud ice, snow, and graupel) adds a new source and sink of latent heat and thereby can affect the thermodynamic and dynamical structure of simulated convective systems (e.g., Adlerman and Droegemeier 2002; Johnson et al. 1993; Straka and Anderson 1993) . Liu et al. (1997) reported that when simulating tropical squall lines with weak environmental convective instability in a CRM, both the maximum vertical velocity and the total precipitation intensity increase when ice microphysics is included based on the bulk parameterization of Koenig and Murray (1976) . Comparing simulated and observed squall lines, Bryan and Morrison (2012) showed that the inclusion of graupel as the rimed species in a 2-M microphysics scheme produces different rainfall amount and cold pool intensities than inclusion of hail. In addition, their simulation using the 2-M scheme with hail at the finest horizontal grid spacing examined (i.e., 0.25 km) produces the most similar distributions of reflectivity and cold pool properties compared with observations.
A crucial condition associated with ice microphysical processes is ice supersaturation (ISS). ISS is the prerequisite condition for ice crystal formation, and it occurs when relative humidity with respect to ice (RHi) is greater than 100%. ISS has been frequently observed by in situ observations in both clear-sky and in-cloud conditions, in the tropical tropopause layer and extratropical upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UT/LS) (Diao et al. 2014a; Jensen et al. 2001; Heymsfield et al. 1998; Ovarlez et al. 2002; Krämer et al. 2009 ). The formation and evolution of ice crystals are tightly correlated with the background relative humidity. Homogeneous nucleation of submicron aerosols is largely determined by the conditions of ISS and temperature, and the nucleation rate of ice is positively correlated with the magnitudes of ISS after certain ISS thresholds have been reached (Pruppacher and Klett 2010) . For heterogeneous nucleation, the number of ice nuclei (IN) activated below water saturation is also related to the magnitudes of ISS (Phillips et al. 2013) . Furthermore, the vapor depositional growth rate of a single ice particle is correlated with the ambient ISS (Rogers and Yau 1989) . Because of the relationships between relative humidity and ice microphysical processes, it is critical to examine the characteristics of ISS as part of the evaluation of ice microphysical processes in the CRMs.
Several characteristics of ISS that affect the subsequent formation and evolution of ice crystals include the magnitude and frequency of ISS, the spatial extent and patchiness of ISS regions (ISSRs), and their coexistence with ice crystals. In observational studies, the frequency distributions of ISS with respect to various temperatures have been used as an indicator for identifying the occurrences of different mechanisms for ice particle formation (i.e., homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing) (Cziczo et al. 2013 ). Based on a poleto-pole flight campaign (Diao et al. 2014a) , ;54% and ;46% of the in-cloud conditions at T # 2408C were found to coexist with ISS and non-ISS conditions, respectively, indicating that ISS conditions frequently intersect with cirrus clouds or reside within them. The coexistence of ISS and ice crystals is challenging to represent in simulations since it is affected by interactions of multiple microphysical processes, including ice nucleation, freezing of cloud droplets or rain drops, vapor deposition, aggregation, and sedimentation. However, neglecting or oversimplifying this transition can lead to significant impacts on the atmospheric radiative transfer budget. For example, representing the observed ISS incorrectly as ice particles in cirrus clouds in a radiative transfer model leads to an average increase of ;3-4 W m 22 in the top of the atmosphere net radiation flux (Tan et al. 2016 ). In addition, ISSRs that have a contiguous region of RHi greater than 100% are found to have large spatial heterogeneities with a median horizontal length of ;1 km, and ;97% of them collocate with large water vapor spatial heterogeneities (Diao et al. 2014a ). The spatial relationship between ISSRs and ice crystals also was derived in an evolutionary view for in situ formed cirrus clouds (Diao et al. 2013b ). Yet it is still unclear if these observed characteristics of ISS can be well represented in CRM simulations at various horizontal grid spacings.
Intercomparisons between CRMs and aircraft observations provide a unique tool to evaluate model performance. One caution is that certain characteristics of the simulations are case dependent, which leads to different or even contradictory comparison results among various case studies. In an intercomparison study among 10 CRMs, about one order of magnitude of differences was found in the simulated cloud water mixing ratio and from one to two orders of magnitude of differences in the ice mixing ratio (Xu et al. 2002) . The authors commented that more model sensitivity tests would help to quantify the extent of model-observation differences, especially under the influences of various horizontal/vertical grid spacings and cloud microphysics parameterizations.
In this work, in situ observations from an aircraft campaign focused on convective activity over the continental United States are compared with idealized simulations of a squall line in a CRM. Statistical distributions of the characteristics of ISSRs derived from a composite observation dataset containing 22 flights are used to evaluate the model representation of ISSRs. Simulations with various horizontal grid spacings are conducted in the model-observation comparisons, and sensitivity tests on the representations of ISS and ice microphysical properties are provided. Section 2 describes the dataset and methodology in this comparison study, including the in situ airborne observations, the setup of the numerical simulations, and the experimental designs. Section 3 discusses the comparison results on ISSR characteristics between the observations and various model runs. Comparisons of the evolution of the average RHi, ice water content (IWC), and ice crystal number concentration (Nc) for in-cloud segments around convective activity are shown in section 4. Discussions on the analyses and implications for model development are given in section 5.
Dataset and methodology
a. In situ aircraft observations and instrumentations in the DC3 flight campaign Airborne in situ measurements were obtained onboard the National Science Foundation (NSF)/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Gulfstream-V (GV) research aircraft during the NSF Deep Convective Clouds and Chemistry (DC3) campaign from 18 May to 30 June 2012 (Barth et al. 2015) . The DC3 campaign targeted deep convective systems in the southern United States, with research domains focusing on three regions: Alabama, Colorado, and Oklahoma-Texas. Here we use a composite dataset based on a total of 22 research flights onboard the GV aircraft to conduct a statistical analysis on the characteristics of ISSRs. Using a composite dataset provides a relatively large sample size, which helps to ensure that the statistical distributions of the ISSR characteristics and ice microphysical properties are representative for regions around the anvils and convective clouds. In addition, to quantify the differences between convective and nonconvective regions, the ISSR characteristics in the DC3 campaign are compared with a previous study on the NSF High-Performance Instrumented Airborne Platform for Environmental Research (HIAPER) Pole-to-Pole Observations (HIPPO) global campaign that mostly sampled in situ formed cirrus clouds (Diao et al. 2014a) .
The key variables used in the analysis include measurements of water vapor, temperature, and ice crystals. Water vapor data were reported at 1-Hz resolution (i.e., '250-m horizontal scale) by the vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) hygrometer. The VCSEL hygrometer is an open-path, 25-Hz, near-infrared laser hygrometer with ;6% accuracy and #1% precision (Zondlo et al. 2010) . The VCSEL water vapor measurements have been used to analyze the characteristics of ISSRs and to validate remote sensing observations in several previous studies (Diao et al. 2013a (Diao et al. , 2015 (Diao et al. , 2014a . The Rosemount temperature probe on the GV aircraft provides 1-Hz temperature measurements with uncertainties of 60.3 K. When considering both the uncertainties from water vapor and temperature measurements, the uncertainties in RHi at the sample range of 207.4-233.15 K in the DC3 dataset are ;7.4%-6.9%, respectively.
The fast two-dimensional cloud (Fast-2DC) probe measures ice particles, and we use data accumulated at 1-Hz resolution, with a size range of 25-1600 mm. In this study, only particles greater than the detection limit of the third diode of the Fast-2DC probe (i.e., greater than 67.5 mm) are analyzed. Smaller particles are not considered in the analysis in order to minimize the potential impacts of ice shattering and other optical noise/interference. Similar to the previous analyses of incloud and clear-sky conditions based on the Fast-2DC probe measurements (Diao et al. 2014a (Diao et al. , 2015 , we define in-cloud conditions as occurring when the 1-Hz observations contain one or more ice particles in the 1-s measurements, which typically have Nc . 
b. Numerical model setup and experimental design
We use a three-dimensional nonhydrostatic numerical model [Cloud Model 1 (CM1)] for idealized simulations of a squall line (Bryan and Morrison 2012; Bryan and Parker 2010) with the double-moment microphysics scheme based on Morrison et al. (2005) . This setup uses periodic lateral boundary conditions in the along-line direction (y direction), and open boundary conditions in the longer across-line (x) direction. The horizontal domain size is 576 km 3 128 km with a duration of 10 h for all the simulations. A total of 88 vertical levels are uniformly distributed with a grid spacing of Dz 5 250 m, from the surface to 22 km. Three different horizontal grid spacings (Dx) are examined in this study: 0.25, 1, and 4 km (except for one special Dx 5 0.125-km simulation with Dt 5 0.5 s, discussed below). Because the vertical grid is the same for all simulations, we use the same time step (Dt 5 1 s) for all simulations. The small vertical grid spacing (Dz 5 250 m) ensures that 3D turbulence is produced for simulations at Dx 5 0.25 km. We choose 250 m as the minimum horizontal grid spacing, since it is comparable to the '250-m horizontal resolution of the in situ sampling onboard the GV research aircraft at 1-Hz scale. The initial sounding profile as well as other configuration details follow Bryan and Morrison (2012) , including using a Rayleigh damper for wave damping in the stratosphere and a cold pool condition (Weisman et al. 1997) to initialize the squall line. In addition, consistent with the simulations of Bryan and Morrison (2012) , we neglect radiative transfer, surface heat fluxes, and Coriolis acceleration for simplicity and to maintain the same environment for all the simulations.
The comparisons between the observations and simulations are restricted to temperature # 2408C, to ensure that no supercooled liquid water exists in our analysis of ISSRs and ice crystals. At this temperature range, ice crystals are formed in these simulations when RHi exceeds a threshold (108% by default) via a prognostic equation from Cooper (1986) ) and T is temperature (K). The RHi . 108% threshold in the Cooper parameterization is a simplified parameter for initiating ice nucleation, since the homogeneous freezing thresholds derived from the laboratory results are dependent on various factors, such as temperature, aerosol size, and water activity (Koop et al. 2000) . A threshold of Nc . 0.03 L 21 and IWC . 4 3 10 25 g m
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(i.e., the minimum concentration and IWC of all ice hydrometers, including cloud ice, snow, and graupel) is used to define in-cloud conditions in the simulations, which is comparable to the threshold used in the observations. Note that observations have a limited sampling range of ice crystals, but this cannot account for the differences in Nc and IWC distributions in the results section. Examples of the CM1 simulations at 0.25, 1, and 4 km are shown in vertical and horizontal cross sections (Figs. 1, 2), illustrating patchier distributions of ISSRs in the 250-m simulations than the 1-and 4-km simulations.
To be consistent with the RHi calculation in the observations, the RHi values in the simulations are derived from specific humidity based on the same equation used for the observations (Murphy and Koop 2005) . Note that such calculation of RHi is slightly different by up to 0.34% from the RHi calculated based on Flatau et al. (1992) in the Morrison microphysics scheme.
c. Mock aircraft sampling method
We use ''mock'' aircraft flights within the simulations to sample conditions in space and time along a 1D trajectory, which mimics the sampling strategy of the real research aircraft. Specifically, we translate the locations of an arbitrary number of hypothetical airplanes and interpolate model conditions (temperature, water vapor mixing ratio, saturation vapor pressure, etc.) to these locations every model time step. All of the mock aircraft sample at a specified isobaric surface with a given translation speed along a prescribed direction. Here we set the mock aircraft speed at 250 m s 21 with one second sampling (except for a Dx 5 0.125-km simulation with the mock aircraft speed of 125 m s
21
), which are comparable to the true airspeed of the GV research aircraft in the UT/LS ('250 m s
). We note that the resolution of these mock aircraft data is 250 m for all the simulations at Dx $ 0.25 km, even for the Dx 5 1-and 4-km simulations, because we interpolate conditions to the mock aircraft positions, which can be located between grid points.
Since this work aims at statistical comparisons between the observations and simulations, we sample various conditions in the model simulations by using a total of 451 mock aircraft inserted at 451 isobaric levels, separated by 1-hPa increments between 150 and 600 hPa. These mock aircraft tracks provide a composite dataset composed of 1D horizontal transects at various isobaric levels, which are more continuous in time compared with the default model output at every 15 min. All the following comparisons between the observations and simulations are based on the composite DC3 observations of 22 fights and the composite simulations dataset of 451 mock aircraft for a duration of 10 h. Sensitivity tests of the mock aircraft sampling directions are also conducted by using three mock aircraft sampling directions: x (across-line), y (along-line), and diagonal (458 clockwise from the crossline direction), which are here named as run-X, run-Y and run-Dia, respectively (Table 1) .
d. Defining five evolutionary phases of ice clouds
The airborne in situ observations provide fast and accurate measurements yet only grasp an instantaneous ''snapshot'' of the atmosphere. Previously, a method has been applied to the 1D, aircraft-based observations in order to obtain a quasi-evolutionary view of the in situ observed cirrus clouds (Diao et al. 2013b (Diao et al. , 2014b . Using this method, the evolutionary trend of ice microphysical properties inside cirrus clouds is derived, including the average RHi, Nc, and the mean diameter of ice crystals. In the work described herein, we extend the application of this method to compare the in situ observations with the mock aircraft sampling in simulations on the spatial relationship between ISSRs and ice crystal regions (ICRs: i.e., horizontal segments with continuous sampling of ice crystals). Five evolution phases are defined as: 1) ISSRs in clear-sky conditions (clear-sky ISSR phase), 2) ISSRs containing small ICRs (nucleation phase), 3) intersections between ISSRs and ICRs (early growth phase), 4) larger ICRs containing smaller ISSRs as a result of continuous depletion of vapor over ice saturation (later growth phase), and 5) ICRs with non-ISS conditions (sedimentation/sublimation phase) where all the vapor over ice saturation eventually has been depleted. Details for the definitions of these five evolution phases are explained in the previous study (Diao et al. 2013b ). (Figs. 3, 4) . For the observations in both in-cloud and clear-sky conditions, only a few RHi occurrences are higher than the threshold of homogeneous nucleation based on Koop et al. (2000) . This result is consistent with the findings of Cziczo et al. (2013) , which showed that most of the extratropical in situ observations of RHi are below the threshold of homogeneous nucleation from 2408 to 2708C. Results show that both the simulations and in situ observations have high occurrence frequencies of incloud RHi centered at 100% (Figs. 5a-c) . This feature is consistent with the previous studies based on in situ and remote sensing observations (Diao et al. 2014a; Kahn et al. 2009; Ovarlez et al. 2002; Krämer et al. 2009 ). In addition, the peak of in-cloud RHi distribution centered at 100% is wider in the DC3 observations than those in the three ''control'' simulations (defined here as the simulations that use the unmodified microphysics scheme). The 4-km simulation shows more occurrences of in-cloud RHi around 25%-75% than the 0.25-and 1-km simulations, which is possibly attributable to weaker detrainment from convective cores at the coarser grid spacing (e.g., Bryan and Morrison 2012) .
In contrast to the in-cloud conditions, the clear-sky RHi values in the three control simulations are almost exclusively below ice saturation, except for a few clearsky ISS data in the 250-m control simulation (Fig. 4) . The simulations generally have narrower peaks centered at 10% RHi distributions compared with the observations (Figs. 5d-f) . Several factors may contribute to the narrower distribution range of RHi in the simulations. For example, the current CM1 simulations do not include radiative forcing or other synoptic-scale forcing (warm conveyer belts, anticyclones, jet streams, etc.), which have been previously reported to induce ISSR formation (Fusina and Spichtinger 2010; Diao et al. 2015; Spichtinger et al. 2005) . Supporting this idea, real case simulations using the Weather Research and To examine the influences of the Cooper ice nucleation parameterization (Cooper 1986 ) on the simulated RHi distributions, we conducted a sensitivity test at 250-m horizontal grid spacing with a higher RHi threshold that increases the default RHi threshold from 108% to 130% (here named as RH130 run). By increasing the RHi threshold for initiating ice in the Cooper parameterization, one would expect to delay the initiation of new ice crystal formation and thereby increase the duration of time that ISS exists before it is depleted by water deposition on ice particles. Compared with the 250-m control simulation, the RH130 run allows more in-cloud RHi between 108% and 130%, as well as slightly more clear-sky ISS. In another test completely inhibiting the Cooper parameterization from being activated (named the RHinf run), there are more occurrences of RHi above 130% in both in-cloud and clear-sky conditions. Other factors are examined by decreasing the water vapor deposition rate to one tenth of the default value (the EPSI0.1 run), and by decreasing the number of IN used in the Cooper parameterization to half of the default value (the IN0.5 run). However, neither of these two simulations increases the occurrence of higher ISS (. 8%) as much as the RH130 and RHinf runs.
To further evaluate these conclusions, we also examined whether even smaller horizontal grid spacing or other modified ice microphysical processes would be able to increase the frequency of ISS above 8%. A Dx 5 125-m simulation with the default microphysics scheme and the mock aircraft speed of 125 m s 21 (here named the 125-m run) shows a similar PDF of RHi at temperature # 2408C compared with the 250-m control simulation. No significant increase of the occurrence frequency of ISS . 8% at in-cloud and clear-sky conditions is seen (orange line in Figs. 5c,f). In addition, using Dx 5 250 m, we conducted two more sensitivity tests to ice particle formation in the microphysics scheme, including 1) turning off the heterogeneous contact freezing and immersion freezing (named Hetctimoff) and 2) turning off the homogeneous freezing of cloud water and rain (named Homwtrnoff). These two simulations provide similar results to the 250-m control simulation and do not significantly increase the frequency distribution of ISS above 8% at in-cloud and clear-sky conditions. Slight increases are shown in the frequency of maximum ISS values near liquid saturation when the heterogeneous freezing or homogeneous freezing is turned off. This is likely because these freezing mechanisms only operate in conditions very close to liquid water saturation since cloud water only occurs in these conditions in the model and therefore would not have a direct impact on the distribution of RHi values below liquid saturation. In addition, several other factors may help to explain the small sensitivity of the occurrences of ISS . 8% to these two sensitivity tests, including the following: 1) the temperature restriction of our analysis to #2408C potentially limits the amount of liquid water surviving at this temperature range and 2) an upper limit (i.e., 300 L 21 ) on total ice concentration in this microphysics scheme may restrain impacts from the heterogeneous and homogeneous freezing parameterization. Overall, these results reaffirm that the RHi threshold for initiating the Cooper parameterization has a major influence on allowing higher ISS in these simulations, while other ice microphysical processes play less important roles.
b. Spatial scales of ice supersaturated regions
We compare the one-dimensional horizontal extent of ISSRs sampled by the research aircraft with those sampled by the mock aircraft in the simulations. The distribution of the horizontal lengths of ISSRs has been previously reported to be represented by a power law, with more ISSRs occurring at smaller scales than at larger scales (Diao et al. 2014a; Gierens and Spichtinger 2000) . The mean and median horizontal lengths of ISSRs are 3.1 and 0.7 km from the DC3 campaign, which are comparable to the previously reported values of 3.5 and 0.7 km, respectively, from the HIPPO campaign. The median length of ISSRs is also comparable to the median length of ;1 km for the horizontal scales of cirrus clouds sampled by research aircraft, calculated based on the cloud chord length distributions from Wood and Field (2011) . Even though the smallest ISSR horizontal extent in the mock aircraft sampling of 0.25-, 1-, and 4-km simulations is 250 m (see section 2c), we calculate the mean and median horizontal lengths of the ISSRs equal or greater than 4 times the horizontal grid spacing (4Dx), which is the minimum horizontal scale resolved by the simulations (Bryan and Morrison 2012) . The 250-m control simulation has mean and median ISSR horizontal lengths of 3.5 and 2.0 km, respectively, which are comparable to the observations.
Linear regressions are applied to ISSRs with horizontal extent $ 4Dx to further quantify the distributions of the ISSR horizontal lengths, where the slope value indicates the rate of decay for the ISSR occurrences as their horizontal extent increases (Fig. 6) . Therefore, a larger absolute value of the slope indicates a relatively faster decay for the occurrences of larger ISSRs. Compared with the observations, all the simulations show faster decay for the occurrences of larger ISSRs, which means that simulations have relatively fewer occurrences of large ISSRs than the observations. In fact, the 0.25-, 1-, and 4-km control simulations with mock aircraft sampling in the cross-line direction (run-X in Table 1 ) show slopes of ;21.51, 21.54, and 21.94, respectively, which are at least twice that from the observations (;20.72). Sensitivity tests on the mock aircraft sampling directions show that the 250-m control simulation sampled in diagonalor along-line directions have slopes of 21.65 and 21.56, respectively, which are both comparable to the slope of 21.51 in the 250 m-X run.
The patchiness of the spatial distributions of ISSRs is not only represented by their horizontal scales but also their spacings (i.e., the horizontal distance between individual ISSRs) (Fig. 7) . The 0.25-, 1-, and 4-km control (Table 1) . Similarly, only minor improvements in the linear fits are shown by the EPSI0.1 run or by combining three modifications (the RH130 1 EPSI0.1 1 IN0.5 run), while no significant changes are shown in the IN0.5 run. The lack of largescale forcing (e.g., mesoscale uplifting and radiative cooling) may decrease the occurrences of larger ISSRs, in addition to the size limit of the simulation domain. On the other hand, improvements are shown by the RH130, RH150, and RHinf runs when analyzing the horizontal spatial fractions of in-cloud ISS with respect to the total in-cloud conditions (Table 1) . These three runs show ISS fractions of 46%, 49%, and 51%, respectively, which are more comparable to the observations (51%) than the 250-m control simulation (40%). We note that these results only apply for the horizontal characteristics of ISSRs as a result of the aircraft's horizontal components' true airspeed being much greater in magnitude than that of the vertical components; therefore, evaluating the 3D structure of ISSRs would require additional observational datasets with alternative sampling techniques.
c. The maximum and average RHi values for individual ISSRs
The RHi in ISSRs plays a major role in determining the formation and growth of ice crystals. The relationships between the maximum and average RHi values (here named as RH max and RH ave , respectively) inside each ISSR and the log-scale horizontal length of that ISSR are quantified by linear regressions (Figs. 8, 9) . Consistent with the previous analyses on the HIPPO dataset (Diao et al. 2014a) , both the DC3 observations and the simulations show increases in RH max (or RH ave ) with increasing ISSR horizontal lengths. These positive relationships are likely a result of adiabatic uplifting and/or radiative cooling of air parcels, since the cooling effects can lead to both the increase in RHi magnitudes and the expansion of ISSRs. However, compared with the observations, the 0.25-, 1-, and 4-km control simulations all show a weaker relationship between RH max and the log-scale ISSR lengths, represented by much smaller slope values for the linear fit in Table 1 (i.e., 2.25, 2.14, and 1.50, respectively) than the observed one (12.9). Thus, as the ISSR horizontal lengths increase from 1 to 100 km, the RH max on average increases from ;105% to 130% in the observations, while the RH max in the control simulations only increases from ;103% to 108%.
To examine whether the simulated RH max is dependent on the RHi threshold used for the Cooper parameterization, we apply linear regressions to the RH130 runs (Fig. 8e) . The RH130-250m-X run shows a relationship between RH max and ISSR horizontal lengths (slope 5 10.6) much more similar to the observations. Such improvement in the simulated relationship between RH max and ISSR horizontal lengths cannot be reproduced by modifying other factors, including changing the sampling directions, decreasing the water vapor deposition rate, or decreasing the IN number concentration from the Cooper parameterization (Table 1 ). In addition, the RH150 and RHinf runs show continuous increases in the slope values to 14.0 and 17.3, respectively, which further confirms the impacts of revising the RHi threshold for initiating the Cooper parameterization on these relationships.
Similarly, the control simulations at all three horizontal grid spacings show weaker relationships between RH ave and ISSR horizontal lengths (slopes ranging from 1.04 to 1.81) than the observations (slope 5 4.89). Consistent with the analyses of RH max , the RH130, RH150, and RHinf runs at 250 m are the only ones that give improved relationships between RH ave and the log-scale ISSR lengths with slope values of 3.74, 4.51, and 4.93 in Table 1 , respectively.
d. ISSR formation condition: Contributions from water vapor and temperature spatial heterogeneities
The locations of ISSR formation are predominantly affected by spatial heterogeneities in the RHi field, which are fundamentally determined by the spatial distributions of water vapor and temperature. We examine whether there is a scale dependence for the formation mechanism of ISSRs, based on the contributions of water vapor and temperature spatial heterogeneities represented in the simulations at various horizontal grid spacings. Eulerian-view samples of ISSRs are analyzed for both observations and simulations, with all the observed ISSR samples restricted to near-isobaric levels (DPressure , 1 hPa) in order to be comparable to the isobaric mock aircraft sampling in the simulations.
The contributions of water vapor and temperature spatial heterogeneities (named dRH q and dRH T ) are quantified in terms of their contributions to the magnitudes of higher RH max values (dRH max ) inside individual ISSRs based on the calculations in Diao et al. (2014a) . Here dRH max is calculated by comparing the 
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RH max in ISSRs with their adjacent, subsaturated surroundings, following the definition in Diao et al. (2014a) . Linear fitting is applied to dRH q and dRH T for all ISSR samples (Fig. 10) . The slopes of linear fits for dRH q and dRH T in the 250-m control simulation represent that the average fractions of dRH max in ISSRs contributed by water vapor and temperature spatial heterogeneities are 0.89 and 0.087, respectively. These contributions are consistent with the slope values of 0.92 and 0.071 in the DC3 dataset (Table 1 ). The dRH q and dRH T contributions do not exactly sum up to unity because of the total derivative approximation used in the calculations, as explained in Diao et al. (2014a) . These results are also consistent with the dominant contribution from water vapor spatial heterogeneities based on the HIPPO data at various latitudes, longitudes, and altitudes (Diao et al. 2014a ).
The main difference between the observations and simulations is the large variabilities in the dRH q and dRH T , as shown in the simulations. The 1-and 4-km control simulations show even higher water vapor contributions greater than one (slopes of 1.17 and 1.17), with negative temperature contributions of 20.07 and 20.09, respectively. These larger variabilities in the simulations are likely as a result of the larger fluctuations in vertical velocity (discussed in section 4c), while aircraft generally avoid sampling the convective core regions. When restricting the linear fit to below the RHi threshold of the Cooper parameterization (i.e., dRH max # 8%), the 4-km simulation shows about a 15% smaller contribution from dRH q (slope 5 0.74) than the observations (slope 5 0.88) ( Table 1) . Such scale dependence for the average contributions from water vapor and temperature spatial heterogeneities is not seen in the observations, when the observation dataset is averaged from 250 m to up to 100-km horizontal scales (Diao et al. 2014a ). Thus, even though the dominant contributions from water vapor spatial heterogeneities are represented in all of the simulations, further investigation is needed to examine the causes behind such scale dependence in the formation mechanisms of ISSRs.
Comparisons on ISSRs and ice microphysical
properties in an evolutionary view a. Occurrences of five cirrus evolution phases
Comparing the evolution of ice clouds between observations and model simulations requires one to extract information from the Eulerian view-based observations to derive an evolutionary view of the clouds. We use the five evolution phases of ISSRs and ICRs as defined in Section 2, based on the previous method of Diao et al. (2013b) . This method mainly provides a statistical comparison between simulations and observations by representing the spatial relationship between ISSRs and ICRs, while we note that the ISSRs and ICRs in MCSs do not necessarily follow the exact evolution trend from phases 1 to 5.
The occurrence frequencies of the five evolutionary phases are quantified for both the observations and simulations (Figs. 11a,b) . The 250-m control simulation captures a few clear-sky ISSRs (phase 1), while the 1-and 4-km control simulations show near-zero occurrences of phases 1 and 2. For simulations with the modified microphysics schemes, the 250-m RH130 run shows a higher probability of clear-sky ISSRs at 0.096 than the control simulation (0.051), which is also closer to the observed value of 0.12. All of the simulations capture the latter phases (phases 3, 4, and 5), with higher probability of the later growth phase, and lower probability of the sedimentation phase, compared with the observations. These differences could be because the RHi and ice crystal distributions in the observations are more inhomogeneous than the simulations. It is also possible that the simulations have not been integrated long enough.
In addition, the spatial ratio of ICR/ISSR is examined as an indicator of the expansion of ICRs relative to ISSRs. Initially, the ICR/ISSR spatial ratio is smaller than 1, since ICRs are smaller than ISSRs in the earlier phases. Eventually the ratio becomes larger than 1 as ICRs expand in space (Figs. 11c,d ). The observations show that the distribution of the ICR/ISSR spatial ratio peaks at one, indicating that, when ICRs and ISSRs coexist, the majority of them have similar spatial scales. For all of the simulations, the peak positions of the ICR/ ISSR spatial ratios are greater than 1, and the 4-km simulation deviates the most from the observations, indicating that the simulations have relatively larger ICRs and relatively smaller ISSRs when they coexist. Even though the RH130 run allows for higher probabilities of the earlier phases, it does not improve the spatial ratio of ICR/ISSR, as it still overestimates the horizontal extent of ICRs with respect to ISSRs.
b. Comparisons on the evolution of RHi, Nc, and IWC for the five cirrus evolution phases
After separating the five evolution phases, the analyses of RHi, Nc, and IWC for the individual phases are shown in Figs. 12, 13, and 14, respectively. The evolution trend of these ice microphysical properties is analyzed with respect to the horizontal extent of the ISSR 1 ICR samples (defined as spatially continuous regions that are either ice supersaturated or with ice crystals). The horizontal extent of ISSR 1 ICR generally increases during the earlier phases; then, when all the ISS is depleted, the ICRs dissipate, and therefore their sizes decrease.
The evolution of the average RHi in each ISSR 1 ICR sample is shown in Fig. 12 . The simulations can capture the general evolution trend of RHi distributions in the observations; that is, the average RHi increases with the increasing extent of clear-sky ISSRs, which is consistent with the formation of ISSRs during adiabatic or diabatic cooling. Once ice crystals form, the average RHi decreases because of the depletion of water vapor by ice crystal formation and growth in phases 2-4. Last, in the sedimentation phase, as ice crystals sediment into drier conditions, both the spatial extent of ICRs and the average RHi decrease. The simulations are also able to capture the wide range of RHi distributions in the sedimentation phase extending from slightly below saturation to drier conditions, because of the sedimentation of ice crystals at various sizes into different levels. Different from the observations, the 250-m control simulation shows that the average RHi is confined to below 105% for phases 1-4, compared with the RHi values up to 130% in the observations. 
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FIG. 13. The evolution trend of the average Nc values inside in-cloud segments during phases 2-5.
FIG. 14. As in Fig. 13 , but for the evolution trend of the average IWC values.
range (0.1-10 L 21 ), yet it does not improve the evolution of IWC significantly. When completely turning off the Cooper parameterization, the magnitude of average Nc for the early growth phase is significantly reduced (Fig. 13f) . Note that the simulated Nc and IWC represent a wider size range of ice hydrometeors (i.e., cloud ice, snow, and graupel) compared with the Fast-2DC measurements (67.5-1600 mm), suggesting that simulations may have further underestimated the variabilities of Nc and IWC when considering ice particles smaller or larger than the measurement range. In addition, the GV aircraft avoided sampling the convective core region and therefore may underestimate the maximum Nc and IWC, but this cannot explain the lack of variability in these values in the simulations. The reason for the wider Nc and IWC ranges in the observations than the simulations is likely due to the heterogeneous distributions of ice crystals in the observations that are not captured by the simulations, leading to spatial heterogeneities in the fall speeds of ice crystals and their sublimation rates in the observations. We speculate that the lack of heterogeneity in the model is possibly because of the lack of heterogeneity in the IN concentration for a given temperature based on the Cooper parameterization, while the exact cause(s) requires further investigation.
c. Impacts on dynamical conditions by modifying the Cooper parameterization
To examine the impacts of modifying the Cooper parameterization on the dynamical conditions of the MCS, the distributions of vertical velocity are shown for the five evolution phases as well as for ISS and non-ISS conditions (Fig. 15 ). All the simulations show similar normalized frequency distributions of vertical velocity compared with the observations, except for very few occurrences of phases 1 and 2 in the 1-and 4-km control simulations. We note that the temperature distributions in the observations mostly occur from around 2408 to 2608C, while the simulation outputs mostly range from 2608 to 2708C, but this cannot explain the fewer occurrences of phases 1 and 2 in the simulations since the occurrence frequency of ISS does not vary significantly with temperature based on the DC3 data. The average vertical velocity w is examined in relation to Nc and IWC, and it is almost always higher in the ISS than the non-ISS conditions. The absolute w increases with the increasing Nc and IWC and shows much higher updrafts and downdrafts in the simulations than the observations, likely because of the aircraft sampling avoiding convective core regions. Thus, we further compare all the simulations with respect to the 250-m control simulation for large Nc and IWC. 
Discussion
The comparisons between idealized simulations and in situ observations in this study are focused on general statistical distributions of RHi and ice microphysical properties, which have been consistently seen in various field campaigns, including the DC3 dataset in this work and two other campaigns in Diao et al. (2013b) and Diao et al. (2014a) . Thus, it is not the intention of this study to simulate the exact same dynamical conditions as observed in individual research flights, but rather to provide a statistically robust comparison by using composite datasets of in situ observations and simulations.
Simulations with Dx 5 250 m are mainly examined in this study, comparable to the horizontal resolution of 1-Hz in situ observations onboard the NSF GV aircraft in the DC3 campaign. Among the three horizontal grid spacings used in the model, the 1-km simulation shows similar results to the 250-m simulation for representing the ISSR characteristics, including the distributions of ISSR horizontal extent, the relationships of RH max and RH ave with ISSR lengths, and the ISSR formation contributed by water vapor and temperature spatial heterogeneities. Bryan et al. (2003) showed that 1-km grid spacing is not yet sufficient to represent the inertial subrange of turbulence, and thus sub-1-km simulations may be needed. Bryan et al. (2003) mentioned that certain properties of the simulated squall line (e.g., the squall line structure and mass transport) are qualitatively similar for simulations at various horizontal grid spacings, while other factors (e.g., the intensity and rate of precipitation) are found to be more sensitive to the horizontal grid spacings. To determine whether the 250-m grid spacing is sufficient enough to provide a convergence for the statistical distributions of ISSR characteristics requires future analyses at even smaller horizontal grid spacings (e.g., ;100 and sub-100 m). The smallest horizontal grid spacing used in this work is 125 m, which shows no significant increase of the occurrence frequency for ISS . 8% compared with 0.25-, 1-, and 4-km simulations. Thus, we speculate that higher-resolution simulations would be unlikely to produce much more ISS . 8%, as long as the Cooper parameterization has the RHi threshold set at 108%. In fact, Lebo and Morrison (2015) showed that the kinetic energy spectra and the convective core characteristics (in their Figs. 7 and 8) are more similar between 250 m and the higher-resolution simulations (i.e., 100, 66.6, and 33.33 m) than between 250-and 500-m simulations. The small sensitivity of ISS . 8% to the horizontal grid spacing (for Dx , 1 km) in our study suggests that even though higher-resolution simulations would likely have a less intense updraft and/or downdraft (such as shown in Fig. 15 ), the direct relationship between the magnitude of ISS and the initiation threshold in the Cooper parameterization would still lead to a sharp decay in ISS frequency when the Cooper parameterization is activated and effectively removes ISS above the threshold. When examining the sensitivities of the simulated ISSR characteristics to parameters used in the microphysics scheme, the RHi threshold for initiating the Cooper parameterization was found to play a major role. Among several tests, only the simulations with an increased RHi threshold for the Cooper parameterization from 108% to 130% or 150% improved most ISSR characteristics examined in this study, including the magnitude and frequency of ISS, the relationships between RH max (RH ave ) and ISSR lengths, and occurrence frequencies of the five evolution phases of ISSR 1 ICR samples. However, only slight improvements were seen for the horizontal extent of ISSRs, the spatial ratio of ICR/ISSR, and the average IWC during the evolution of ISSRs and ICRs. These improvements were consistent among RH130 runs with 0.25-, 1-, and 4-km horizontal grid spacings (Table 1 ). Other sensitivity tests (i.e., decreasing the vapor deposition rate, decreasing the IN number concentration in the Cooper parameterization, turning off heterogeneous contact and immersion freezing, or turning off homogeneous freezing of cloud water) did not improve the magnitude and frequency of the higher ISS (i.e., .8%). Furthermore, the RH130 run shows comparable dynamical conditions to the 250-m control simulation, while the RH150 run shows much higher average vertical velocity for ISS with large IWC. Thus, our analysis suggests that the RHi threshold for initiating ice should be set around 130% but below 150% to improve the representation of ISSRs. Such a recommendation is consistent with another study that used real case simulations from the WRF Model, which suggested setting the RHi threshold to be greater than 125% (D'Alessandro et al. 2017) .
Cirrus properties have been previously shown to link with MCS evolution. For example, the radiative properties (e.g., heating) of the extended layer of high clouds were shown to play a dominant role in the organization of tropical convection in radiative-convective equilibrium experiments (e.g., Stephens et al. 2008) , and the effects of anvil cirrus shading (i.e., attenuation of solar radiation) on buoyancy and updrafts were found to modify the structure and evolution of MCSs (e.g., Oberthaler and Markowski 2013) . Given the influence of ISSRs on the formation and evolution of ice crystals, biases in the representations of ISSRs can subsequently influence the simulated cirrus cloud properties, which motivates a focus on improving the simulated ISS and cirrus properties in the context of organized deep convection and squall lines. Since the current study does not include radiative transfer, the impacts of the biases in ISS and ice nucleation parameterizations on MCS structure and evolution could be different when radiation is included. Future investigation is recommended to quantify the impacts of modifying the Cooper parameterization on MCS simulations with radiative transfer calculations, particularly by increasing the RHi threshold.
